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Andrea Stefano Malvano

Athematic Cyclicism “à la Debussy”. Construction, 
function, and perception of some recurring intervals 

in the Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp

French Cyclicism

!e cyclic sonata in early twentieth-century France, as was clearly pointed out 
by Carlo Caballero, could be seen to be more than an aesthetic and formal one, 
but "rst and foremost a political question [Caballero #$$%, %&'].( An alignment 
with César Franck, that is to say a composer who deemed himself to be the direct 
heir of Beethoven, Mendelssohn and Schumann, might be interpreted as a clear 
alignment in favor of Germanist tendencies; whilst a stronger concurrence with 
the ideas of Vincent d’Indy, notwithstanding so many references to and quota-
tions from Wagner’s music, might evince a declaration of nationalism and loyalty 
to the traditions of French musical culture. Marianne Wheeldon investigated 
this issue in Debussy’s music in great depth, highlighting the ambiguous reading 
of these relationships in works that show a certain adherence to the principles 
of the cyclic sonata: especially in those works located in the extreme phases of 
his output, such as the very early Quatuor (%)*') and the chamber Sonatas (%*%+–
%*%,) [Weeldon #$$+]. Her contribution highlights an approach that was under-
going a great transformation, which starts out from a clear in-uence of Franck, 
and then shows a certain caution in taking a formal position within the debate. 
!e last works, however, in accenting a clear a.liation with the French style of 
the eighteenth century, also implicitly imply a continuity with subsequent mod-
els, continuing to express a preference for Franck over d’Indy. Wheeldon care-
fully re-ects upon this corpus, rejecting any form of generalization. However, the 
case of the Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, which undoubtedly o/ers multiple 
challenges to the analyst’s a0ention, precisely because of its complex system of 

%. «Within the French musical world of the "rst decade of the twentieth century, form had 
much more than a merely formal meaning: cyclical forms carried a political charge».
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cyclical relationships, remains on the margins of her discourse, even in her #$$* 
monograph [Wheeldon #$$*].

It is not easy to draw a clear distinction between Franck’s and d’Indy’s posi-
tions concerning the conception of the cyclic sonata. Undoubtedly direct artistic 
parentage (D’Indy had been Franck’s student) favors the sharing of many ideas; 
but the comparison is not immediate, precisely because d’Indy le1 us traces of 
his poetics in his Cours de Composition (edited by Auguste Sérieyx starting from 
the notes taken during the lessons of the Schola Cantorum between %)** and 
%*$$) [D’Indy %*$*], while Franck speaks solely through his compositions, with-
out any form of explanatory paratext. For both of them, the fundamental prin-
ciple undoubtedly consists in the search for formal unity, by means of a circular 
return to the starting point, which in alluding to a geometric system also refers to 
a symbol of Christian perfection [D’Indy %*$*, ',2].3 !is is represented by that 
which Mark Devoto de"nes as “the Rule of !ree” [DeVoto #$$&]: a predilection 
for compositions divided into three panels.

In order to ensure this unity, there must be a cyclical theme or a motif, which 
d’Indy calls the «thème personnage». A theme that is memorable from its very 
"rst appearance, owing to clear elements that make it easily recognizable in other 
rhythmic, melodic and harmonic contexts. D’Indy, in using the Franck’s Quintet 
as a suitable example [Ibid. ')$ et seq.], demonstrates a clear alignment with his 
teacher regarding this basic principle. What is likewise common is a predilection 
for variation over development, with an eclipsing of the Beethovenian model, in 
favor of a procedure that d’Indy indeed learned from Franck: the so-called «var-
iation ampli"catrice» [Ibid. &)% et seq.]. !is kind of variation in progressively 
transforming a melody eventually creates a new character, that is linked to the 
system of intervals from which it comes, but completely renewed in its expres-
siveness. !is process produces a cumulation of energy that is associated with 
the image of the spiral, the three-dimensional "gure that through the same curve 
gradually leads upwards to a higher level. It is precisely this system of tensions 
that brings the cyclical conception of the two composers closer. Franck always 
sought out an apex in the architecture of his compositions, which consists of the 
so-called péroraison [Ibid. ')#–'),], understood as a meeting point between the 
variation ampli!catrice mechanisms and a contrapuntal combination of previ-
ously heard themes [DeVoto #$$&, #$]. D’Indy theorizes the same mechanism, 

#. «C’est en e/et l’idée d’unité, de retour au point de départ, au principe commun ou au per-
sonnage permanent, après un parcours plus ou moins développé, qui "t très probablement 
recourir à ce0e expression imagée du cyrcle, empruntée tout à la fois à la géométrie et à la 
symbolique, où le cercle […] "gure la proportion parfait, la trinité dans l’unité; et c’est en ce 
sens qu’on a pu légitimement quali"er un tryptique, cycle de tableaux, ou une trilogie, cycle 
de tragédies».
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de"ning the cyclic sonata as a «cathédrale sonore» formed by three naves (the 
formal tripartition, in fact) whose unity derives from a recurring motif observed 
in the entrance portal and replicated in all of the main decorations of the build-
ing; each one of these ornaments generates continuous vanishing lines, which all 
tend towards an apex where the clarity of divine glory shines forth.

!e distance between these two composers lies in the details, far more than 
in the foundations of a thought brimming with common features. Wheeldon, in 
particular, accentuates a di/erent interpretation of the cyclic recall: in Franck 
there are a few thematic reprises, albeit very clear ones, whilst in d’Indy there is 
a greater frequency of reminiscences, in all the composition’s movements. Fur-
thermore, d’Indy’s rather clear prescription, that of avoiding the fusion between 
new material and cyclic theme in order to preserve its recognizability, unques-
tionably does not "nd a model in Franck, who o1en, precisely in the péroraison 
phase, sought out a harmonious polyphonic combination among themes that 
had already been heard. It is in these details that Debussy’s possible adhesion to 
the two lines of thought is played out. !e scarcity of explicit thematic recalls in 
the Sonata for Violin and Piano as well as in the Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp 
seems indeed to have been in-uenced by Franck: «Debussy’s more restrained use 
of cyclic procedures suggests that he may have been seeking to pry the Franckiste 
tradition from d’Indy’s grip» [Wheeldon #$$+, 2,$]. But Wheeldon’s in-depth 
study of the Sonata for Cello and Piano, with the recurrence of the cyclical theme 
throughout the entire composition, seems instead to declare a closer a.nity 
with Vincent d’Indy:4 «Debussy’s cello sonata, however, di/ers from the others 
in that cyclic theme is more thoroughly integrated into the work as a whole, and 
the result is a design that comes closer to d’Indy’s prescriptions for the cyclic 
sonata». [Wheeldon #$$+, 2,%]. !e alignments are therefore uncertain, and 
perhaps require an individual treatment for each single composition. Debussy’s 
writings do not come to our aid, because they limit themselves to celebrating a 
nationalistic, as much as generic, return to the French eighteenth century, which 
have then been highly exploited by subsequent generations [Gumplowicz #$%', 
2*–)2]. We do not "nd any discernable adhesions to any theoretical school; and 
it is precisely for this reason we must ask ourselves whether it is really correct to 
interpret this late instrumental music by thought systems that Debussy never 
explicitly embraced, such as the formal theories proposed by D’Indy and Franck. 
An in-depth analysis of the cyclical processes contained in the Sonata for Flute, 
Viola, and Harp can help us shed some light on this point.

'. Even this principle is not entirely conclusive, because Wheeldon herself detects an ambig-
uous a0itude by Franck in the Sonata for Violin and Piano, where, unlike other works, a 
greater recurrence of cyclical material is found throughout the entire composition.
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!e Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp’s athematic cyclicism

Jean-Louis Leleu highlighted the function of the tritone in the construction of 
infra-thematic relationships within the Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp in great 
detail. More speci"cally, his analysis insists on the recurrence of the interval of 
class 2 (C-G�), reading a kind of “invariant” in it named ", that is capable of con-
ferring a motivic unity to the three movements of the composition, while appear-
ing in scalar con"gurations that are always di/erent [Leleu #$%,, *'–%'+]. !is 
idea had already been advanced by Richard Parks, who, through an exclusive use 
of the tools o/ered by the set theory, had identi"ed some “invariant PC sets” 
generated from the "rst bars of the Pastorale, and in particular from three fun-
damental motifs (x, y z) [Parks %*)*, %'$], Leleu nonetheless criticizes the lack of 
interest in the methods adopted by Debussy to hierarchize the musical material 
in the system identi"ed by Parks, reasoning in purely set theoretical terms as 
concerns pc sets that produce completely di/erent scalar motifs and equilibria. 
To this observation, which is perfectly acceptable, a high level of arbitrariness 
in the identi"cation of the three fundamental motifs, which cannot be clearly 
distinguished, must be added: more speci"cally, x and y, in their indisputable 
continuity, struggle to withstand an analytical segmentation.

Leleu’s analysis sheds light on a system of deep relationships, evaluating not 
only the function of the 5 tritone within the modal writing of the composition, 
but also of its twin # belonging to the same interval class (E-B�) and of some tetra-
chords capable of giving recurring sounds to the main ideas of the composition. 
His investigation emphasizes in particular the role of the tetrachord C�-C-F-G� 
(C2%%,$) in accordance with Allan Forte’s nomenclature, indicating its formation 
starting from the superimposition of two tritons: (C�-F) + (C-G�). All the rele-
vant analytical results were employed by Leleu to investigate a thematic unity 
in the composition, observing a logic of musical discourse in Debussy’s writing 
that is substantially freed from any form of pre-established syntax. !e issue of 
cyclicism is only mentioned in passing. In the opening quotation, taken from the 
writings of André Schae/ner [Schae/ner %*2', *#&],6 alludes to a watermark forg-
ing process, that is capable of binding all three Sonatas together through latent 
compositional bonds. It is alluded to in a note, that there had been a «dépasse-
ment, à la fois, du mode de développement classique et du ‘procédé cyclique’» 
[Leleu #$%,, %$2]. !en, in closing, Schae/ner’s words are also used to draw the 
Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp closer to some previous compositions (such 
as La Mer or the Nocturnes), in which intra-thematic relationships among the 

&. «Jamais Debussy n’usa du procédé cyclique avec plus de légèreté. […] Dans les Sonates il a 
la discrétion du "ligrane dans le papier».
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various movements were already explored, albeit in a less systematic way [Ibid. 
%'']. However, it seems that Leleu’s interest drives the analysis towards the quest 
for an inner unity, which is more demonstrable in the writing than in the listen-
er’s perception and is capable of going beyond a category deemed to be obsolete 
or poorly adaptable to Debussy’s thought. But can we really avoid an exhaustive 
re- ection on this theme, which had so much engaged Parisian composers and 
commentators in the late nineteenth century, isolating a typically French gene in 
the evolution of large forms?

Incontestably, the entire cyclic process springs from the very " rst measures. 
! e debut of the Pastorale, despite the scalar ambiguity that was clearly under-
scored by Leleu [Ibid. %##],7 leaves deep impressions in the listener (Ex. %).

Ex. !a: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Pastorale, mm. !–"

! e pc set of the " rst ' measures is quite broad: { #, ', &, 2, ), *, %$, $}.8 ! e shi1  
E�-E, which we shall call 9, renders the interval relationships between the pitches of 
the theme uncertain, the melody has the features of an arabesque, that is full of not 
very memorable - ourishes, the rhythm is in continuous transformation and in the 
- ute part, it gives rise to a sensation of trompe l’oreille: the writing is in */), but the 
ties of the " rst measure could lead the listener to a plausible reading in &/&, given 
that Debussy does not underscore the unity of the ternary subdivision at any time. 
! e elaboration of Example %b demonstrates this, o1 en accenting the strong beats 

+. «[…] l’ambiguité demeure quant à la gamme, que l’on peut écrire {la� do mi� fa� sol�}:;:avec 
fa� au lieu de mi:;, mais aussi bien:;:et la prégnance de la structure de tierces majeures 
‹la�& do+ mi+› au sommet y invite:;:comme une gamme par tons (défective, mais on a 
encore en mémoire le si� et le ré) que l’ajout du mi� (la +te) permet d’asseoir sur la� : {sol�
la� do (mi�) mi}, voire, avec fa�, {la� do (mi�) mi fa�}:;:les - o0 ements, dans la notation, 
s’expliquant par le fait que l’échelle de référence n’est pas purement diatonique».

2. From here on we point out the choice to propose the pc sets in their normal form.
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in the measure). !e quintuplets that follow immediately a1erwards help de"ne 
the ambiguity of this initial accent, like the harp’s upbeats. !e same agogic rule in 
rubato alludes to the embryonic state of an improvised invention. !e only stable 
element consists in the sonority of the C-G� tritone (we shall continue to use the 
name 5 given by Leleu in order to facilitate possible comparisons), which not only 
opens the composition in a completely isolated position, but o/ers ' points of sup-
port for the indeterminacy of the melody. In just ' measures, the interval manages 
to solidify in the listener’s perception, both in melodic guise (measure %) as well 
as in its harmonic guise (mm. #–'), clearly standing out from all the surrounding 
material. In the hierarchy of stability there follows the sixth relation G�-E� (herein-
a1er referred to as ‘<’), which is delineated in the "rst two measures, then becoming 
the interval ambitus of measure ' (con"rmed ' times in a row).

Ex. "b: part of the #ute changed into $/$

Part of this material returns in the movement’s "nale, when section A’, as we 
shall see, recalls what is stated in the opening pages. Before the theme is re-es-
tablished in its complexity, Debussy anticipates its essential lineaments, in what 
we might de"ne as a ‘dematerialized’ form (Ex. #). !is occurs in measure 2%, 
when the A$re%ando episode leads back in a rather stable manner to the tonality 
F major: among the measures +*–2$ there is a memory of the perfect cadence 
on the dominant ninth found at the beginning of the Pastorale (mm. )–*) which 
imparted a momentary stability to the harmonic process. A1er which, the dia-
tonic -avor of the writing is hybridized by a low F� that shi1s the listener’s expec-
tations for a brief, but signi"cant moment.

!e 5 tritone interval returns to be heard, in another enharmonic guise (F�-
C), both in melodic and harmonic form, just as in the beginning of the move-
ment.= However this recall, which is undoubtedly perceptible upon listening, 
signals a more profound link with the material of the opening. Meanwhile, the 
pc set on which Debussy works {%$, $, #, ', 2} is totally included in the one that is 

,. !e comparison between the score published by Durand and the dra1 preserved at the 
Rychenberg-Sti1ung in Winterthur, right from the start, highlights a certain ambiguity on 
Debussy’s part in determining what enharmonic value to a0ribute to the pitch class [2]: the 
passage G� to F� does not always seem determined by precise harmonic or scalar reasons. 
For this reason, I think it useful to examine all the cases in which the intervals [$,2] or [2,$] 
appear, favoring the perceptual sensation over modal compatibility.
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Ex. #: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Pastorale, mm. $%–$!

commented upon in Example %, con"rming a scalar ambiguity that is di.cult to 
decipher (it may be a harmonic G minor). !e viola’s arabesques have the same 
circular physiognomy as the analogous -ourishings proposed by the -ute at the 
beginning of the Pastorale. Above all the viola’s pitch E�, repeated three times 
at the apex of the design:;: just as occurs in measure ':;:again generates the 
relationship < with the low part, in its enharmonic reformulation of diminished 
seventh. !e melodic design is completely di/erent, yet the distinctive charac-
ters remain, and their evidence is underscored by the sharing of a tritone that 
acts as a cue [Deliège #$$%] for the listener in a moment of temporary harmonic 
relaxation. !e theme has unraveled, it no longer resonates in the instruments 
of the group of players, however the material of which it was composed remains 
clearly visible.

It is precisely this episode, that is overlooked by Leleu, which prepares the 
textual and circular recall of measure ,% (Ex. '). !e conformation of the theme 
is the same as the one that opened the Sonata, the scalar ambitus reprises the 
same ambiguities, and the pc set is almost superimposable {#, ', &, 2, ,, *, %$, $}. 
!e only variation, given by the pitch [,], is also the most signi"cant: the low 
note alternates between F� and G twice, in an undulation that also returns in the 
following two measures (,+–,2), when the conclusion in delaying episode moves 
the harmony on the same supports as the harp (at the beginning and end of the 
measure). Debussy, as o1en happens in the reminiscences placed at the end of 
his compositions, makes the listener’s mnemonic movement uncertain, return-
ing an image of the original idea that is less clear.> However, the sonority of the 

). What is instructive in this regard is what happens in the "nale of Fêtes when Debussy 
creates the sensation of a circular recall, working however on mostly secondary material, 
impossible to "x in the listener’s memory
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5 interval continues to stand out in its double harmonic-melodic physiognomy, 
just as it happens in the introduction of the Pastorale, extending into a series of 
increasingly subtle repetitions (in a diminuendo and progressive reduction of the 
parts), which lead to the conclusive presque rien [Jankélévitch %*)%]. Moreover 
<, which takes on the physiognomy of the diminished seventh con"rming the 
enharmonic anticipation of the Ex #, loses its obvious relationship between high 
and low notes, remaining concealed in the harp’s texture: the textual recall of the 
design allows Debussy to so1en some of the features of the original delineation 
reproducing those typical distorting memory procedures that were studied by 
Pierre Janet during those same years in Paris [Janet %*$&, &%,–&+'].

Ex. ": C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Pastorale, mm. &!–&$

!e second movement, Interlude, does not propose thematically explicit ref-
erences to the Pastorale. !e piece revolves around an idea in Tempo di Minue%o 
that returns several times, without however ever abandoning the initial pitch-
classes (it always opens on the C note, regardless of the instrument and modal 
context). Debussy apparently creates a new idea, but this novelty leaves a clear 
feeling of déja entendu in the listener, owing to some invariants (Ex. &). !e most 
obvious one is undoubtedly the 5 interval: Leleu notes its melodic presence in the 
succession of notes played by the -ute, which extend from G�& to G�+, pivoting 
precisely on C& [Leleu #$%,, %$#] but the harmonic colour of the tritone at meas-
ure ' is equally relevant, when the overlap between the viola’s pedal and the sharp 
peak drawn by the -ute produces 5 in its inversion (C-G�).? As previously heard 
at the beginning of the Pastorale (Ex. %, mm. #–') Debussy stresses this interval 
relationship three times, requiring a crescendo emphasis for the interpreter. Less 
perceptible, but equally decisive is the alteration that closes the phrase (E�, meas-
ure &), which in producing uncertainty about the modal reading of the episode, 

*. !e symmetry that the tritone produces within the scale makes it possible to indi/erently 
observe 5 in the two possible con"gurations: (C-G�), (G�-C). Both as a diminished "1h 
and as well as an augmented fourth to the listening always gives rise to the perception of a 
tritone.
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reprises the same function performed by the 9 slide (E�-E) in the Pastorale’s gen-
erating theme. ! is minue% o gesture is decidedly not “dematerialized”, like the 
episode commented upon in Example #, but its identity reveals dominant char-
acters:;:which are strongly accentuated by Debussy’s choices:;:which express 
a discernible sharing with the " rst movement’s material.

Ex. ': C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Interlude, mm. !–'.

A few bars later, the theme is repeated in the viola’s part (mm. )–%%), with a 
chordal accompaniment of the harp: 5 continues to be well outlined (also from 
the doubling of the - ute at measure %$ precisely on G�+), however the E returns 
back to being - at, con" rming the unpredictability of 9 within the scalar system. 
! e same ambiguity also continues in the subsequent reprise of the motif in the 
Tempo di minue% o. At mm. &2–+% (Ex. +) the general color of the episode is again 
tainted by the presence of the E� in the - ute part, creating a perfectly alterna-
tive version of that which was heard in mm. )–%%: the chord support of the harp 
is identical, the theme maintains its physiognomy unaltered until it reaches its 
climax, but the E� takes the melody elsewhere, taking up the ambiguity played 
on these two sounds from the beginning of the Sonata. In both cases the cen-
tral importance of the tritone in the organisation of the overall design remains 
clear: C& continues to act as a pivot between G�& and G�+, entrusting dissonance 
with the task of de" ning the interval area of the theme (just as occurred in the 
generating idea of L’après-midi d’un faune), although the emphasis is even more 
marked thanks to the proliferation of the repetitions on G�+, drawing the percep-
tive a0 ention precisely to the pitch class which from the opening of the Pastorale
signals the solidity of the 5 relationship. Also in this case the harmonic-melodic 
duplicity of the interval returns, which manifests itself horizontally (between 
viola and - ute) and vertically (between harp and viola). Debussy also helps with 
expressive indications, suggesting the violist to “sospirare” precisely in corre-
spondence with the G�+ which is repeated with such insistence, in this passage as 
well as in the low notes of Ex. %.
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Ex. (: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Interlude, mm. '$–(!

! e same blending between 9 and 5 identi" es the last measures of the cen-
tral section, in the Interlude, when the writing progressively leads to the recall of 
the initial Minue% o (Ex. 2). A nervous, quickening and detached design emerges 
in the - ute’s part, which acts as a connector between the impetuous episode in 
sfogato (mm. 2% et seq.) and the return to the initial dancing atmosphere. ! e 
connection, just before the " rst Tempo reestablishes itself, has a clear cross-fade 
function between the two formal articulations of the piece, revealing the «pen-
chant for " lmic technique» frequently remarked by Andrew Aziz in Debussy’s 
music [Aziz #$#%, %2]. On the one hand it helps to weld two distant harmonic 
areas: the B major/C - at major of the central episode (the ambiguity is accentu-
ated by the choice of superimposing two di/ erent key signatures: " ve sharps for 
- ute and viola, seven - ats for the harp) slides chromatically towards the mixoly-
dian D� of the Minue% o. On the other hand, it brings to mind the cyclical mate-
rial of the composition: with the complicity of the acciaccatura, the now usual 9 
slide from E� to E� occurs; but above all the ambitus of the rapid arabesque recon-
structs the system of the 5 relationships by delimiting the melody between C and 
G�. In this way, according to a procedure that is dear to Debussy,(@ a few measures 
before the resumption of section A’ being formalized, the distinctive elements of 
the theme are already perfectly anticipated, thus making the transition from one 
articulation to another quite - uid. ! e mixed sonority of 9 and 5 refers back to 
the Minue% o, but also to the Pastorale, giving rise to an interesting overlaying of 
di/ erent memories, held together by a strong genetic familiarity.

%$. Some examples are recalled in which a similar cross-fade occurs that overlaps themes 
belonging to juxtaposed articulations or movements: Par les rues et par les chemins (from 
Ibéria), mm. #'#–#2*; Matin d’un jour de fête (from Ibéria), mm. %–%$; Nuages (from Noc-
turnes), mm. )$–%$#; Jeux de vagues (from La mer), mm. %++–%2#.
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Ex. $: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Interlude, mm. )#–)"

In this way the recall of Tempo I° takes shape with great naturalness (Ex. ,), 
emerging spontaneously from the compositional process. For , consecutive meas-
ures (mm. )+–*%) the Minue%o’s theme acquires a clear mixolydian hue, refusing 
the modal duplicity generated by the & relation; but at measure *#, thanks to the 
silence of the harp, the -ute’s and viola’s E� stands out with great clarity, bringing 
the idea back to the scalar ambiguity of the beginning of the movement. !e cue 
5 still a0racts the listener’s a0ention, not only in the now well-known framework 
of the melody, but also in two striking underscores for the listener. At measures 
),–)), the -ute and viola come together to take up a phrase comprised within the 
tritone, which Debussy appropriately highlights in the high register. !is choice 
produces a suggestive mirroring between the parts, which con"rms the duplicity 
of 5 in its revolutions: the same descending idea traces "rst the passage C-G� 
then the opposite one G�-C. !en, in the annotation of measures *'–*&, in a total 
melodic isolation, the tritone resonates in the -ute’s part, imparting an interroga-
tive tone to the phrase: the same doubling of the harp, foreseen in marcato on the 
G� note (with harmonics), a0ests to the desire to highlight precisely that pitch 
class that from the beginning of the Sonate marks an interval with a clear cyclic 
functionality. Both solutions are highly perceptible when listening by virtue of 
the highlighting sought out by Debussy on the compositional work: "rst, owing 
to the natural pre-eminence of the high register, then to the gradual rarefaction 
of a writing that unravels precisely in order to discover some essential elements. 
Also worth noting is the reappearance of <, which reconstructs the sixth rela-
tionship between the low and treble notes, creating a further reminiscence of the 
Pastorale.

!e last appearance of the Minue%o theme takes place at the end, with a fading 
o/ episode that closes the movement perdendosi, as o1en happens in Debussy’s 
endings (Ex. )). !e melody is unchanged in the viola’s part, but the doubling of 
the -ute, which is inserted with a phase shi1 of # quarters, emphasizes the phrase 
elaborated as a mirror in Ex. ,. !e tritone 5 returns to being the protagonist, 
"nding a further stressing of the timbre. !e choice requires re-ection, because 
in the Interlude all "ve recalls of the main idea are always proposed at the same 
pitch, rigorously avoiding any form of transposition. !e procedure is not irrel-
evant in such iridescent scoring as Debussy’s, and undoubtedly arises from the 
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Ex. &: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Interlude, mm. )(–*'

Ex. )a: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Interlude, mm. !%&–!!$.
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desire to assign a uniform color to the motif generating the movement. In light of 
what has been analyzed, there are grounds to believe that the color desired by the 
composer is that of the tritone 5, which inevitably remains etched in the listener’s 
memory thanks to the salience and recurrence of its pitch-classes [$, 2]. !e per-
sistence of the element is also con"rmed by the harmony in two cases: at measure 
%%$ when the sonority returns between the two extreme parts, and at measure %%# 
on the last chord charged with resolving tension of the movement (the dominant 
seventh function with diminished "1h is undoubtedly discernable).

!erefore, the cyclical genes of the composition also return in the "nale: the 
tritonal 5 relation and the 9 slide (E�-E�), underscored by the triple repetition of 
the descending fragment F-E�-C in the -ute’s part. It is precisely this E�, thanks 
to the overlap with its enharmonic F� in measure %%$, that could provide an addi-
tional key to the scalar interpretation. Leleu analyzes this passage by hypothesiz-
ing the colors of an acoustic mode (G�, (A�), B�, C, D�, (E�), F�): an interpretation 
that could be shared, which leverages the inclusion of the recurrent tetrachord 
C2$,& [Leleu #$%,, %%$]. But one could also interpretate the last integral reprising 
of the minuet theme, between measures %$, and %%$, as a A� major altered by the 
5 tritonisation (in a mixolydian mode) as well by the 9 duplicity (E�-E�/F�). !e 
pc set of the episode {$, %, ', &, +, 2, ), %$ } is perfectly compatible.

Ex. )b: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Interlude, scalar interpretation of meas-
ures !%&–!!%.

!e Final opens with resolution on a rapid oscillation of "1hs of the harp, 
highlighting two arabesques, that are well distinguished by their timbre: "rst a 
-ute theme built on a lowering of descending triads in triplets (motif x for Leleu) 
and then a well-marked controtema of the viola, to be performed sur le chevalet, 
which in its anapestic phrase (����� ) might reveal a possible derivation from 
the Minue%o of the Interlude (motif y for Leleu).(( In this initial phase the two 
instruments enter into dialogue by sounding these brief melodic ideas, without 

%%. In this case as well, in order to facilitate possible comparisons, the same names devised by 
Leleu shall be adopted: x and y.
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however manifesting any cognizable linkage with the cyclic material of the com-
position (Ex. *a).

Ex. *a: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Final, main theme and controtema

In the " rst part of the movement the form is built through a system of rota-
tions, taking up the terminology coined by Hepokoski and Darcy [Hepokoski-
Darcy #$$2] and appropriately applied to Debussy by Andrew Aziz [Aziz #$#%], 
in which section A’ (mm. ##–'#) is organized on the same succession of x and y 
motifs heard in section A (at mm. %–#%), as well as with the repetition of the same 
timbral combinations (x-- ute, y-viola). However, in the recall A’ both themes are 
subjected to an interesting process of tritonisation, which reconstructs precisely 
the 5 relationship, so much exploited in the previous pages of the Sonata. First x 
ends on a sforzato grace note that vertically reconstructs the interval between the 
bass note (the harp’s C�) and the melody (the - ute’s F sharp), creating a decisive 
jolt to the perception of the modal tensions of the episode (Ex *b). ! en y is inter-
posed with a third descendant, which transforms the perfect " 1 h between the 
second and third pitch (E�-B�) into a diminished " 1 h (C-G�), thus generating 
a ripple in the melody that is destined to reverberate in the following measures, 
when 5 returns to resonate between harp and viola thanks to a trill of triplets that 
prolongs the sound of the B� (Ex. *c). Both of the solutions [Leleu #$%,, %%)–%%*] 
make it possible to link the themes of the Final to the genetic heritage of the com-
position, leading the listener to immediately feel a familiarity with the interval 
sounds explored in the previous movements. But it is necessary to add a further 
reason for reminiscence that stimulates the listener’s memory: the E� that is con-
solidated in the x motif, replacing the E - at of the " rst appearance (the only scalar 
variant wri0 en by Debussy), proposes the now consolidated duplicity of a pitch 
that o1 en discriminates very similar pc sets (Ex *b) in the Pastorale and in the 
Interlude. Leleu overlooks this permutation, which not only leads back the now 
well-known 9 ambiguity in the compositional texture, but also allows us to read 
both appearances of the theme in the light of the same scalar system: a simple F 
minor, which in reproposing the shi1  E�-E� leads back to the dialectic between 
the melodic and harmonic system of the minor scales.
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Ex. *b: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Final, mm. ##–#'.

Ex. *c: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Final, mm. #&–"%

From this moment, especially the "-generating sonority, apparently unrelated 
to the opening measures of the movement, returns to once again dominate in 
the writing of the Final. !e subsequent recall of the y motif (mm. '*–&$ on 
-ute) continues to present the tritonisation pointed out above, leaving the pc [2] 
spotlighting the melody as well as the accompaniment. !e sound that from the 
beginning of the Pastorale signals the return of the cyclical interval is accentu-
ated in the harp and viola parts, nervously punctuating short chromatic phras-
ings that "x the G� note in the listener’s perception (the linked markings of the 
harp and the ripples on the weak tempos of the sixteenth note quatrains in the 
viola). A few measures earlier (mm. '+–'2) the same accompaniment is used for 
another recall of y, a tone below and without a tritone in the ascending score of the 
opening. !is transposition, which takes place only in the -ute part (the support 
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of the other instruments remains constant also as regards the pitch), o/ ers two 
di/ erent faces of the same theme within a few measures: the " rst one, stripped of 
5, refers to the present, that is to say to a movement that is generated from totally 
new material (perfect " 1 h); the second, contaminated by 5, reconstructs a mem-
ory of the past, making further connections with the listener’s experience of the 
Sonata (Example %$). ! e variation produced by Debussy in the continuation of 
the phrase engages the class 2 tritone again at the peak of the melody, reproduc-
ing the same mirroring [$, 2] – [2, $] commented upon in the Interlude (see Ex. ,). 
! is accentuation characterizes precisely one of the highest pitched points of the 
entire composition (the - ute will rise higher only at measure )), when it reaches 
E�+), leaving an incisive mark in the listener’s perception. Debussy helps with the 
dynamics in order to highlight this passage, using the most intense indication of 
the whole Sonata (più f), which at no other time goes beyond the boundary of 
‘ forte’.

Ex. !%: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Final, mm. "(–"$, mm. "*–'% 
superimposed

! e preparatory work at this point is su.  cient for achieving an athematic cli-
max, in which the sonority of the tritone is totally isolated by the composer, gen-
erating an e/ ect of extreme expressive ampli" cation (Ex. %%). It is the episode that 
takes shape at measure &', to then extend into the next section, the articulation of 
the movement that we could de" ne B in which a new dancing theme appears (this 
time more than a minuet it seems to be a bolero) wri0 en in a clear Doric manner 
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(mm. &) et seq.). Debussy allows the phrase segment " in the viola’s part to pre-
dominate, again using the maximum dynamic intensity (più forte) and a du talon 
marking that favors the creation of a cu0ing gesture, repeated 2 times, which is no 
more contained within a melodic line or a complex polyphonic texture, but de"n-
itively si1ed into a sort of emphatic culmination of the entire movement, and at 
the same time of the whole composition. !is presence is so evident and so per-
ceptible, that it reverberates in the surrounding areas, re-ecting itself in another 
tritone played by the harp [%%, +]: an atmospheric duplication, which transposes 
the same rhythmic gesture onto other pitch classes, giving the impression of a 
sonorous spatialisation. !is is not an unprecedented sound for the listener’s 
ears, because in the preceding pages there are many passages in which the same 
interval relationship is manifested: in the Pastorale, just before the resumption 
of the main theme, the same phrase segment (in its enharmonic version) chimes 
twice in the harp’s part (measure 2*); in the Interlude the central section presents 
the same "guration with inverted parts (measure ,&); the accompaniments of the 
Final are frequently characterized by the color of the interval, transformed into 
a sort of frantic tremolo of the harp (mm. 2, %', ''). Undoubtedly the hue of this 
element might sound familiar to the listener, but in this context the impression is 
that Debussy wants to multiply the presence of 5 by creating a connective tissue 
totally generated by the sonority of a tritone that ‘bounces’ between the parts in 
its elementary form. Even the "guration in repeated triplets, which intersperses 
the episode twice in the viola part, elaborates a tritone (A�-D), completing a pc 
set that derives from the sum of three tritons: {+, 2, ), %%, $, #}.(3

What happens in the -ute part may be read in the light of a fade in that intro-
duces section B, anticipating its Doric and bi-modal physiognomy: the theme 
begins to appear, marked by the lointain indication as well as by a diminishing 
rhythm, producing a progressive overlap between distant materials, which must 
not "nd integration precisely because they stratify sound -ows coming from dif-
ferent directions. Something similar happens in Par les rues et par les chemins, "rst 
panel of Ibéria, when the recall of the sevillana overlaps the martial motifs of the 
central episode like a sheet of tissue paper (mm. #'# et seq.). !is is the texture 
that Debussy looks for in the initial phase of the B section of the Final (Un poco 
più mosso, poco a poco), when 5 becomes a sort of pendulum that is parallel to the 
new melody: the two parts (-ute and viola) do not blend precisely because the 
writing becomes multi-track, stacking sequences of events that intersect only for 
a few moments. Leleu speaks of an objet trouvé for the Doric theme, hinting at an 

%#. From this pc set we exclude the pc of the -ute, because they belong to a Doric scalar system, 
which gradually overlaps, refusing to integrate with the material played by the viola and 
harp.
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element that gives the impression of being «importé du dehors» [Leleu #$%,, %$+]. 
! e interpretation alludes to something extraneous to writing, which is gra1 ed 
without merging with the surrounding material. ! e appearance of the melody 
from lointain con" rms this reading, but there is also the desire, at this point not 
negligible, to amplify the cyclical function of the interval which guarantees syn-
thetic unity to the whole Sonata. If 5 were to blend perfectly with the theme of 
the - ute, it would lose all its revealing recognizability. For this reason, the epi-
sode, with this proliferation of tritons, can recall the culminating e/ ect sought by 
Franck in the endings of his cyclical works: that moment of convergence between 
all the themes and tensions of the composition that Vincent d’Indy de" ned as 
«péroraison», alluding to the vanishing point of the «cathédrale sonore» [Ibid., 
',–')], constructed by the cyclic sonata. Debussy does not resort to a theme to 
achieve the same e/ ect, but to an interval that acted as a big bang for the entire 
Sonata and which now makes itself heard in all its ancestral simplicity.

Ex. !!: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Final, mm. '"–("

A1 er this multiplication of the tritone sound, 5 returns several times in the 
last pages of the movement. At measure 2) a sudden stop of the viola on two 
long G� notes introduces the return of the interval in combination with the harp, 
performing a complementary function to that commented on in Example %%: the 
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strati" cation of sounds that are extraneous to the predominantly diatonic physi-
ognomy of the central section produces a new multi-track editing between mate-
rials that refuse perfect integration, triggering an e/ ective fade-out between B 
and A’ (Ex. %#a). ! e return of the materials exposed in section A (in particular 
the x and y motifs) is enriched by a frequent presence of 5 in the - ute and viola 
arabesques (mm. ,,, )$–)%), which in fact is anticipated by the last measures of 
the intermediate episode. ! e procedure also involves the recurring accompa-
niment formula in B which is tritonised by virtue of the harmonic modulation 
elaborated in A’, further contributing to gradually making the transition from 
one articulation (B) to another (A’) of the form (Ex. %#b).

Ex. !#a: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Final, mm. $)–&!

Ex. !#b: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Final, fade-out B-A’. Section B (mm. 
%$–%&) – Section A’ (m '()

! e last evident appearance of the cyclical interval precedes the coda at the 
peak of a climax that leads to the progressive sha0 ering of the main motifs, in a 
dynamic crescendo with a strong expressive intensity (Example %'). A " guration 
in triplets between - ute and viola charges the tension (mm. *'–*&), subsequently 
accentuated by a quadrupling of the same design in the next measure, until the 
apex arrives precisely in correspondence with an evident underscoring of 5 in the 
harp’s part, repeated twice in decisive (mf – f) dynamic progression. ! e - ute 
and viola stop on a trill interspersed with octave rests, which frames the most 
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striking material of this apex. Once again Debussy leaves a clearly visible cue to 
the listener’s a0ention, repeating the same descending "guration of the pérorai-
son, with reversed parts: [2–$] – [$–2].

Ex. !": C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Final, mm. *$–*&

In the last part of the Final, the impression is that the composer refuses to hide 
the tritone in the harmonic-melodic texture, in order to continue to highlight its 
retrospective function. Its isolation o/ers a key to deciphering the fruitful expe-
rience of the previous movements, de"nitively standing out from the surround-
ing material. !is continuous emergence favors the perception of a familiarity 
between a mo0o that is exclusively tritone and the main ideas of the Sonata, gen-
erating a reminiscence that goes beyond the boundaries, perhaps limited one, 
of the thematic experience. A comparison between the pc sets of the examples 
commented above can help to demonstrate the signaling function of " within the 
composition, as an element capable of outlining scalar a.nities between appar-
ently divergent passages of the Sonata.

!e reading in succession of these pc sets (called 5 Series) denotes a signi"cant 
level of sharing between the scalar systems adopted by Debussy. !e duplication 
of the table in normal form and in ascending order has the sole purpose of simpli-
fying the comparisons. Between Ex. %% and Ex. %#, only those pc sets marked with 
5 were selected, to avoid mixing scalar systems deliberately without integration: 
the fade in and out commented upon in the two junctures A-B and B-A’. Data 
processing makes it possible to evaluate the percentage of inclusion between 
the pc sets, operating with superposition between two examples at a time that 
strictly respect the order of appearance in the Sonata: Ex% + Ex#, Ex# + Ex', Ex' 
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+ Ex& and so on. !e results of the operations show that the compatibility levels 
are always greater than +,.%&A (minimum value found between Ex' and Ex&). 
!e themes are transformed but the material they are made of is always very sim-
ilar; and what signals this familiarity is precisely the 5 tritone, which acquires a 
hierarchical position, as we have seen, in progressive evidence during the course 
of the composition. Its origin is located precisely in the opening of the Pastorale 
with those two initial notes, which generate a dense network of successive ties. 
For this reason, it would be natural to expect a return of the same interval in the 
epilogue of the Final (mm. %$* et seq.), when Debussy o/ers the most striking 
concession to the cyclic sonata mechanisms theorized by Vincent d’Indy (Ex. 
%&).

!e indication Mouvt de la “Pastorale” clearly underscores the circular reprise 
of the theme set at the Sonata’s opening. !e textual return of the material 
exposed in the "rst measures of the composition places the listener in a position 
of hypermnesia, using a term borrowed from Janet’s psychiatric studies: that is 

Tab. ": Comparison between pc sets of episodes containing ) arranged in normal form and in 
ascending order
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Ex. "$: C. Debussy, Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Final, mm. "(&–"""

to say an extremely clear manifestation of memory, which recomposes memo-
ries with a quantity and quality of details bordering on the edges of abnormality 
[Janet &#$–&#2]. !e same listener, who is now familiar with a mostly athematic 
system of relationships, based on simple interval cues, will be led to grasp the 
anomaly of this choice. Debussy seems torn between the desire to o/er predict-
able reassurance to the listener’s comfort zone, o/ering him a clear retrospective 
on the generating idea of the work, and the commitment to stimulate uncon-
scious mnemonic processes based on the doubt of an elusive past. Con"rmation 
comes from the choice to carefully avoid the resumption of 5 in this episode, 
all built on a rigorous transposition of three semitones that refuses precisely the 
distinctive elements of the cyclical process perceived up to that moment: no trace 
of the diminished seventh < nor of the duplicity 9, a suggestive emphasis on a 
tritone never heard before in the topical moments of the composition (A-E�), and 
a relevant metrical variation with a shi1 of the -ute’s melody across the measures 
%$*–%%$. !e result is a contradictory sensation, which o/ers something new pre-
cisely when material already heard and assimilated in the course of the Pastorale 
returns with greater conspicuousness (also by virtue of the recall placed at the 
end of the movement). !e distance between the pc sets contributes to demon-
strate this ambiguity by reaching the lowest level of inclusion of the series (+$A), 
precisely when the comparison occurs on the same theme.(4 It might seem like a 
transcription of that which D’indy said about the failure to integrate the cyclical 

%'. Ex. % = {#, ', &, 2, ), *, %$, $} Ex. %& = {+, 2, ,, *, %%, $, %, '}
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theme into the surrounding material. However, Debussy gives the impression 
that he is seeking out a new form of deliberately dissociated complexity. On the 
one hand there is, however, only one case, the inclination to respect a rule of the 
cyclic sonata (precisely the resumption of a theme-character in its clearly recog-
nizable features), on the other hand an abrupt scalar transposition, which does 
not respect that quest for “parenté plus ou moins directe” [D’Indy %*$+, '),], that 
is precisely what d’Indy holds to be indispensable for the unity of the composi-
tion. !e whole episode, from the tonal point of view, exhibits the physiognomy 
of an anomalous cell, which inserts a modal fracture, just when the writing gives 
the impression of returning to the Sonata’s implant tonality (the F major reached 
in the following measures). !e scalar area has the same level of indecipherability 
as the Pastorale, but the perception of a gap is evident just when the harmonic ten-
sions seem to "nd a de"nitive convergence towards the perfect "nal agreement.

Conclusions

!is analysis serves to consolidate Leleu’s insights, con"rming the internal unity 
of the composition. All the additions we have made to his reading of the Sonate(6 
have the purpose of enhancing and reinterpreting the function of some recurring 
intervals in the construction of the three movements. What emerges is a path of 
progressive revelation of a few supporting elements, in particular the 5 interval, 
which gradually shed their themes to reveal a distinctive identity. So far the cycli-
cal nature of the work has been evaluated only with regard to the resumption of 
the theme of the Pastorale in the epilogue. Undoubtedly, the choice is the result 
of a circular thought that owes much to the research of Franck and d’Indy. But 
the analysis commented above highlights a much denser network of links, which 
tends to go beyond the thematic dimension, to favor a substantially athematic 
connection. DeVoto and Wheeldon try to "nd a kinship with French research at 
the end of the century, identifying contradictory in-uences from the theoretical 
and compositional scenario of the time. Debussy, instead gives the impression 
of eclipsing every model in the Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, experiment-
ing with various solutions. It would seen that there is undoubtedly a transforma-
tional process, which leads the composer to rework some procedures that were 
historicized by tradition: one need only think in particular of the rewriting of 
the péroraison, which loses its melodic traceability while remaining the climax 
of the entire work; but it is the same concluding resumption of the Pastorale that 

%&. In addition to the integrations and di/erent analytical interpretations of some examples, 
the passages not considered in detail by Leleu include Ex. #, Ex. 2, Ex. ,, Ex. *b, Ex. *c, Ex. 
%$, Ex.%#a, Ex. %#b, Ex.%', Ex.%&.
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invests the circular return to the origin with new meaning, loading it with con-
tradictions that stimulate memory in divergent directions. Above all, there is a 
strong drive towards a form of subconscious cyclicism, which o/ers the listener 
continuous points of contact with that déjà entendu by working on su.ciently 
connoted and perceptible cues. !e term is borrowed from Irène Deliège’s well-
known theory of perception, which emphasizes the role played by those elements 
of writing that gain prominence on the musical surface [Deliège #$$%, #''–#&']. 
!e cues, however, do not necessarily coincide with the themes, but simply man-
age to reveal a «salient property» [Ibid., #'*] that is capable of helping the mem-
ory to reconstruct the complete physiognomy of the recurring ideas in the mind 
of the listener.

!e 5 interval, together with its derivatives 9 and <, is just a possible example 
of a cue that strikes the listener’s a0ention from the very "rst measures of the 
Pastorale; each time it reaches the listener it reconstructs an imaginary line that 
favors the mental return to the genetic nucleus of the composition, but progres-
sively loses its function as a means to transform itself into the end of cyclical 
thought. From a cue it turns into evidence, isolating itself more and more from 
the thematic material to appear in all its tritonal relevance. !e recurrence is 
unquestionably perceptible, but at the same time elusive precisely because of an 
athematic nature, which appears but at the same time slips into the user’s mem-
ory. !is leds us towards Pierre Janet’s clinical studies on the distortions of mem-
ories following emotionally traumatic episodes: that dialectic between phases 
of amnesia and hypermnesia that makes memory an elastic tool, never really 
the same. But our thoughts also turn to many literary references that were well 
known to Debussy, such as Verlaine and Mallarmé, who devoted a great deal of 
poetic research to the suggestions of the subconscious. One has only to think of 
Colloque Sentimental and the famous dialogue between the «deux formes» in a 
lonely and frozen park: on the one hand a "gure who tries to recover the souvenir 
of an «extase ancienne» with di.culty, on the other a laconic interlocutor who 
answers «no» or «c’est possible». Or at the opening of the Après-midi d’un faune 
(«Aimai-je un rêve?»), which immediately insinuates the reader with the sensa-
tion of witnessing an uncertain -ow of the subconscious, on the border between 
reality and dream. Debussy felt the need to re-ect on these tortuous mechanisms 
of memory, which in some cases even reach the extreme of amnesia, as happens 
to Mélisande, who from the "rst scene seems to be the victim of a total cancella-
tion of the past.

!e athematic cyclical nature of the Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp seems 
to have been designed to stimulate the listener’s mnemonic faculties in a com-
plex way, generating a subtle dialectic between recognition and doubt. One could 
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speak, coining an oxymoron, of reminiscences of the non-memorable, which 
writing makes perceptible and at the same time uncertain. It is not a work that 
ends in the watermark of musical writing, as Leleu seems to argue, referring to 
the reading of André Schae/ner, revealing itself only to the analyst’s a0ention 
[Schae/ner %*2', *#&]. !ere is the will, at least in this Sonata, to leave evident, 
albeit ambiguous, traces in the listener’s fruitive faculties. For Deliège the cue 
is used to recover the physiognomy of a theme, but in this case the path seems 
the opposite: themes help us recover the 5 cue, forcing the listener to overcome 
those automatisms that lead to the identi"cation of large melodic groupings. !e 
process is not simple, as it forces us to review fruitive habits that are well rooted 
in Western culture, and therefore can only succeed in a subconscious form. 
Debussy had already explored this path in many previous works: for example, 
the "nale of Fêtes (mm. #+#–#22) or of La Mer (Dialogue du vent e de la mer, mm. 
%'' et seq.), when the combination of themes builds an open memory that places 
the user in front of many possible retrospective paths; to the indication lointain 
o1en used to materialize an indecipherable temporal distance even more than 
spatial [Jankélévitch %*2), ,) et seq.] resorting to anomalous cells that seem to be 
gra1ed into the present through unconscious contacts with the past (for example 
in the "nale of La puerta del vino, mm. )'–)&); or to the cyclical nature of the 
Sevillana in Ibéria, which especially in the central panel (Les parfums de la nuit, 
mm. *#–*+) turns into an evanescent reminiscence of a recent past. But in the 
Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp the step is even more daring, because it over-
comes the constraints of the thematic system, to assign to the cyclical interval 
an elementary force, perceptible and at the same time elusive as a physiognomic 
feature that progressively separates from the face to which it belongs. !is pro-
cess is not as evident in the other two works of the same corpus and testi"es to an 
innovative conception of the cyclic sonata, which perhaps is not that of Frank, 
nor even of D’Indy, but one that can be certainly identi"ed as that of Debussy.
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Abstract

!is paper intends to demonstrate how the tritone in the Debussy’s Sonata for 
Flute, Viola and Harp becomes a tool of the memory, capable of revealing an 
underlying cyclical unity. !e analysis consolidates Jean-Louis Leleu’s insights 
(Leleu #$%,), reinterpreting the function of some recurring intervals in the con-
struction of the Sonata. What emerges is a path of progressive revelation of a few 
supporting elements, in particular the 5 interval [2–$], which gradually shed their 
themes to reveal a distinctive identity. So far, the cyclical nature of the work has 
been evaluated only with regard to the resumption of the theme of the Pastorale 
in the epilogue. But the analysis of this paper highlights a much denser network of 
links, which tends to go beyond the thematic dimension, to favor a substantially 
athematic connection. Musicological studies tried to "nd a kinship with French 
research on cyclicity at the end of the XIXth century (DeVoto #$$&; Wheeldon 
#$$*). But Debussy eclipses every model, experimenting with various solutions. 
!ere is a transformation process, which leads the composer to rework some cycli-
cal procedures that were historicized by tradition: specially the rewriting of the 
péroraison, which loses its melodic traceability while remaining the athematic cli-
max of the entire work. Above all, there is a strong drive towards a form of subcon-
scious cyclicism, which o/ers the listener continuous points of contact with that 
déjà entendu by working on connoted and perceptible cues.

Keywords
Debussy, Tritone, Cyclical unity, Sonate, Analysis

L’articolo si propone di dimostrare come il tritono nella Sonate pour -ûte, alto et 
harpe di Debussy diventi uno strumento della memoria, capace di rivelare una 
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ciclicità soggiacente. L’analisi consolida le intuizioni di Jean-Louis Leleu (Leleu 
#$%,), reinterpetando tu0ava la funzione di alcuni intervalli ricorrenti nella 
costruzione della Sonate. A emergere è un percorso di progressiva rivelazione di 
pochi elementi portanti, in particolare l’intervallo " [2–$], che gradualmente si 
spogliano dei loro temi per svelare un’identità distintiva. Finora la ciclicità dell’op-
era è stata valutata solo in merito alla ripresa del tema della Pastorale nell’epilogo. 
Ma l’analisi dell’articolo evidenzia una rete di legami molto più "0a, che tende 
a superare la dimensione tematica, per privilegiare un collante sostanzialmente 
atematico. DeVoto e Wheeldon cercano di trovare un legame con le ricerche 
francesi di "ne secolo sulla ciclicità (DeVoto #$$&; Wheeldon #$$*). Ma Debussy 
supera ogni modello, sperimentando varie soluzioni. Si veri"ca un processo di 
trasformazione, che porta il compositore a rielaborare alcuni procedimenti ciclici 
storicizzati dalla tradizione: in particolare la riscri0ura della péroraison, che perde 
la sua tracciabilità melodica pur rimanendo il punto di fuga atematico dell’intera 
opera. C’è sopra0u0o una decisa spinta verso una forma di ciclicità subcosciente, 
che o/re all’ascoltatore continui punti di conta0o con il déjà entendu lavorando su 
cues su.cientemente connotati e percepibili.

Parole chiave
Debussy, Tritono, Unità ciclica, Sonata, Analisi
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